
Polarshine C15 sets a shining example 
for others to follow!

When you’re ready to establish your own shining reputation, Polarshine 
C15 cutting compound is the perfect way to add the ultimate finishing 
touch.

This advanced cutting formulation is the quick and easy polishing option for efficiently producing 
a premium surface finish on both freshly applied and aged paintwork. Rather than cover up 
scratches, Polarshine C15 actually polishes them out before your eyes to leave a first class gleam. 
It is cost effective, safe and easy to use and even clean up is quicker and simpler thanks to the low 
splash, silicon-free compound.
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For fresh paint works use C15 
+ white or orange foam pad.

Polish up your act with Polarshine C15 

Efficient scratch removal
On lighter colours just one-step is needed to produce 
an excellent finish 
Versatile – ideal for both fresh or aged paint finishes
Silicon free 
Low splashing reduces mess
Cost effective

Polarshine C15 is designed to be used for machine application 
with Mirka’s range of high quality polishing pads:

      From P1500 sanding scratches with foam pads for fresh paint 
      work and lighter jobs
      From P1500 scratches with wool pads for more demanding  
      paintwork and larger surface areas

Polishing
Dark surfaces

Wool pad
Compounding Foam pad

For swirl marks and hologram 
removal use F05 + black dotted 
foam pad.

For more demanding paint 
works and larger surfaces use 
C15 + natural lamb´s wool.

Polishing guidelines
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